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Version lifecycle

∗ “Trunk”

◦ Is updated frequently
◦ Contains fixes and new features compared to released versions
◦ Usually compiles properly
◦ NRAO uses these for weekly diagnostic tests

∗ Dev. branches (e.g., mpifxcorr/branches/outputbands)

◦ Used for major, disruptive, or experimental development
◦ Generally speaking, unsupported and may not even compile

∗ Release branches (e.g., master tags/DiFX-2.6)

◦ Feature stable branches used to incubate releases
◦ Receive updates to documentation, bug fixes, and safe new

capabilities
◦ Test heavily here prior to release!

∗ Tagged releases (e.g., master tags/DiFX-2.6.1)

◦ Frozen versions
◦ Use these versions for production
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“Supported” DiFX Versions

∗ Through subversion, many current and past versions of DiFX are
available

◦ https://svn.atnf.csiro.au/difx/master_tags/

∗ DiFX developers don’t have official policy on stopping support for
old versions

∗ Generally speaking, users wanting help should be using one of the
two most recent releases

∗ Versions that I would claim are supported: 2.6.1 and 2.5.2

∗ See https://www.atnf.csiro.au/vlbi/dokuwiki/doku.php/

difx/changelog for version info

∗ Note: https://www.atnf.csiro.au/vlbi/dokuwiki/doku.php/

difx/nextrelease has partially overlapping information. . . fix later
this week!
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Requesting support

∗ If you have problems with DiFX:

1. Try to reproduce on most recent stable version; if it works
there, then problem solved

2. Try to reproduce on a current version of Trunk; it it works,
then the issue has been resolved and is awaiting deployment in
a release

3. Best to email difx-users@nrao.edu if you have a problem
which you think is related to your usage of DiFX. This will
catch a wide audience and maximize timeliness of a response

4. Best to email difx-developers@nrao.edu if you suspect the
problem is a bug or a limitation of the software
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DiFX 2.6.1 new features

∗ Improved VDIF support

◦ Increased robustness in processing VDIF data with many gaps
◦ Improvements in processing VDIF with frame sizes very

different from 5000 bytes
◦ New in-line reordering functionality via vdifreader. . . ()

functions; allows operation on more highly skewed VDIF files

∗ mpifxcorr input, calc, threads, pulsar files are now only read by
the head node and distributed by MPI

∗ mpifxcorr can be provided a new stop time via a DifxParameter
message; results in clean shutdown at that time.

∗ mpifxcorr can extract pulse cals with tone spacing smaller than 1
MHz

∗ Support for Intel Performance Primitives version > 9 (specfically
IPP 2018 and 2019)
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DiFX 2.6.1 new features (cont)

∗ Improved support for Mark6 playback

◦ Mark6 activity messages in difxmessage
◦ Support in genmachines with updated mk5daemon
◦ Support playback of Mark5B data on Mark6
◦ New and improved mark6 utilities

∗ difx2fits: populate antenna diameters and mount types for
antennas known to the difxio antenna database

∗ difx2fits: in verbose mode, explain why files are being split

∗ difx2fits: new options for merging correlator jobs run with
different clock models

∗ vex2difx: new parameter exhaustiveAutocorrs can be used to
generate cross-hand autocorrelations even when the two
polarizations for an antenna come from different datastreams

∗ difx2mark4: support multiple bandwidths in one pass

∗ hops: to rev 3.19

∗ polconvert: to rev 1.7.5 6 / 8



DiFX 2.6.1 bug fixes

∗ mpifxcorr: Retry on NFS open errors of kind: EAGAIN Resource

temporarily unavailable

∗ mpifxcorr: Fix weight issue when the parameter nBufferedFFTs >
1

∗ startdifx/genmachines: Fixes for cases when multiple input files
are provided

∗ Python2 scripts now explicitly call python2

∗ vex2difx: allow up to 32 IFs (was 4) and warn when this is
exceeded

∗ vex2difx: support units in the clock rate (e.g., usec/sec); in
general support time in the numerators.

∗ Sun RPC is on its way out; support for tirpc added to calcif2

and calcserver
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DiFX 2.6.1 caveats / known issues

∗ Moved mark6gather functions from vdifio to mark6sg; this changes
the order of dependencies!

∗ Various changes made between DiFX 2.5 and 2.6 are not
API-compatible. Please don’t mix packages from these two releases.
If you have non-DiFX software that links against the DiFX libraries,
be sure to recompile them. A small number of changes may result
in need to restructure such code.

∗ There is some suspicion that correlation of very narrow bandwidth
VDIF modes on Mark6 media can result in premature termination of
datastreams.

∗ The threads file must now exist; previously (before the change to
only have manager read these files), a missing threads file would
cause each core process instance to have a single thread.

∗ difx monitor won’t compile with IPP ≥ 9
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Discussion topic: Next release

∗ Output (merged) bands

∗ CODIF

∗ Python 3

∗ Complex double sideband
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